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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Decorative Stone Flower Tile Carrara Waterjet Marble Mosaic

Short Description: Our factory has mature technology,

stable quality, and rich production capacity to supply

natural marble mosaics and tiles. We accept

customization for different project requirements

according to clients’ needs.

Model No.: WPM420

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: White

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

This is our new product of marble waterjet tiles which is a flower-shaped pattern. The tile is

made of Italy Carrara Marble And Chinese Carrara Marble. One single tile has four flowers on

it and the surrounding frames add more elegant elements to the design. Our factory has

mature technology, stable quality, and rich production capacity to supply natural marble

mosaics and tiles. We accept the customization for different project requirements according
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to client’s needs, and we also provide professional international trading services to ship your

goods.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Decorative Stone Flower Tile Carrara Waterjet Marble Mosaic

Model No.: WPM420

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: White

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Italian Carrara Marble, Chinese Carrara Marble

Thickness: 10mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM420

Color: White & Light Grey

Style: Hibiscus Flower

Model No.: WPM419

Color: White & Grey

Style: Tulip Flower

Product Application

Natural marble is quarried from the earth and has rich textures of the surfaces, there are no two pieces

of tiles that are the same. And it is not added chemicals and will not pollute the environment. The

marble waterjet mosaic tiles are mainly installed in the indoor area, so this product. This Decorative

Stone Flower Tile Carrara Waterjet Marble Mosaic is in white marble and not suitable for outdoor

landscaping decoration. Bathrooms, kitchens, living rooms, and dining rooms are good choices to

decorate with this tile.



Wall Decorative Mosaic like mosaic marble tiles bathrooms, marble mosaic wall tiles, tile mosaics for

backsplash, marble tile shower walls, etc, will get a new style after installing this product.

FAQ

Q: What kinds of payment methods do you accept?

A: You can make the payment to our bank account, Western Union or PayPal: 30% deposit in advance,

a 70% balance before the goods are shipped on board is better.

Q: Do you guarantee safe and secure delivery of products?

A: We deal with our clients with FOB terms mostly, and till now we haven't got any delivery problems

with the shipping company. There are maybe unpredictable conditions happening on the sea, therefore

it is better to buy insurance to secure the goods from the shipping insurance company.

Q: How much is the proofing fee? How long to come out for samples?

A: Different patterns own different proofing fees. It takes about 3 - 7 days to come out for samples.

Q: How many days can I get the samples if by express?

A: Usually 7-15 days, depending on the logistic timeliness.


